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Abstract. This article presents an original supervised classification
technique for XML documents which is based on structure only. Each
XML document is viewed as an ordered labeled tree, represented by
his tags only. Our method has three steps. After a cleaning step, we
characterize each predefined cluster in terms of frequent structural sub-
sequences. Then we classify the XML documents based on the mined
patterns of each cluster.

1 Introduction

This work is in the context of the Document Mining track1 of the Inex2 Initiative.
The objective is to bridge the gap between Machine Learning and Information
Retrieval. The Document Mining challenge focused on classification and cluster-
ing of XML documents using only their structure or using both their structure
and their content. In our work, we use only the structure information of the
XML documents. Our goal is to show the relevance of using only the struc-
ture information in order to detect different “structural families of documents”.
Each XML document has a single label corresponding to the structural source
of the document. Our work consists of characterising each predefined cluster
in terms of frequent “structural” patterns and then classifying ordered labeled
trees.

Section 2 introduces the used basic theoretical concepts of sequential pattern
mining. Section 3 describes how to characterize each cluster of XML docu-
ments in terms of frequent structural subsequences. After presenting some related
works, we present our approach in Section 4. Section 5 describes some experi-
ments and results. Finally some conclusions and perspectives are presented.

� The authors want to thank Sergiu Chelcea for his useful support in the experiments.
1 URL: http://xmlmining.lip6.fr/Home
2 Inex: INitiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval URL:http://inex.is.informatik.

uni-duisburg.de/2005/
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2 Mining Sequential Patterns

In this section we define the sequential pattern mining problem in large databases
and give an illustration. The sequential pattern mining definitions are those given
by [1] and [10].

In [1], the association rules mining problem is defined as follows:

Definition 1. Let I = {i1, i2, ..., im}, be a set of m literals (items). Let D =
{t1, t2, ...tn}, be a set of n transactions ; Associated with each transaction is a
unique identifier called its TID and an itemset I. I is a k-itemset where k is the
number of items in I. We say that a transaction T contains X , a set of some
items in I, if X ⊆ T . The support of an itemset I is the fraction of transactions
in D containing I: supp(I) = ‖{t ∈ D | I ⊆ t}‖/‖{t ∈ D}‖. An association
rule is an implication of the form I1 ⇒ I2, where I1, I2 ⊂ I and I1 ∩ I2 = ∅.
The rule I1 ⇒ I2 holds in the transaction set D with confidence c if c% of
transactions in D that contain I1 also contain I2. The rule r : I1 ⇒ I2 has
support s in the transaction set D if s% of transactions in D contain I1 ∪ I2 (i.e.
supp(r) = supp(I1 ∪ I2)).

Given two parameters specified by the user, minsupp and minconfidence, the
problem of association rule mining in a database D aims at providing the set of
frequent itemsets in D, i.e. all the itemsets having support greater or equal to
minsupp. Association rules with confidence greater than minconfidence are thus
generated.

As this definition does not take time into consideration, the sequential patterns
are defined in [10]:

Definition 2. A sequence is an ordered list of itemsets denoted by <
s1s2 . . . sn > where sj is an itemset. The data-sequence of a customer c is
the sequence in D corresponding to customer c. A sequence < a1a2 . . . an >
is a subsequence of another sequence < b1b2 . . . bm > if there exist integers
i1 < i2 < . . . < in such that a1 ⊆ bi1 , a2 ⊆ bi2 , . . . , an ⊆ bin .

Example 1. Let C be a client and S=< (3) (4 5) (8) >, be that client’s purchases.
S means that “C bought item 3, then he or she bought 4 and 5 at the same
moment (i.e. in the same transaction) and finally bought item 8”.

Definition 3. The support for a sequence s, also called supp(s), is defined as
the fraction of total data-sequences that contain s. If supp(s) ≥ minsupp, with a
minimum support value minsupp given by the user, s is considered as a frequent
sequential pattern.

Example 2. Let us consider the data given in table 1. This can be the result
of a pre-processing step performed on raw data from a shop meaning that at
time d1 (for instance) customer 1 bought item 10. The goal is thus, according to
definition 3 and by means of a data mining step, to find the sequential patterns
in the file that can be considered as frequent. On of the resulting sequences may
be, for instance, < ( 10 ) ( 30 ) ( 20 ) ( 30 ) > (with the file illustrated
in figure 1 and a minimum support given by the user: 100%).
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Table 1. File obtained after a pre-processing step

Client d1 d2 d3 d4 d5
1 10 30 40 20 30
2 10 30 20 60 30
3 10 70 30 20 30

3 Characterizing a Collection of XML Documents by
Frequent Structural Subsequences

In this section, we introduce the principles of structure discovery from a set of
XML documents. The idea is similar to the method developed in [5]. Our goal
is to extract a schema that will be representative of the whole set of documents.
In this context, “representative” will be interpreted as “frequent”. In fact, we
consider that a frequent sub-tree in a collection of XML documents may be
considered as a interesting knowledge regarding this collection. This sub-tree
can be exploited as a further DTD (see 4) or may stand for a characteristic
of the collection (this is the main idea of our approach and will be detailed in
section 5).

Fig. 1. A frequent sub-tree in a collection of XML documents

Figure 1 gives an illustration of frequent sub-tree mining in a collection of
XML documents. Let us consider the documents given in the upper part of figure
1 (respectively labeled “A” and “B”). A frequent sub-tree mining approach is
intended to find the sub-tree(s) common to at least x% (the minimum support)
documents of the collection. With the documents labeled “A” and “B” and a
minimum support of 100%, the extracted frequent sub-tree is described in the
lower part of figure 1. Actually, the tree described by a root node containing
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“movie” and having two children (“title” and filmography”, which is followed
by “cast) is embedded in both “A” and “B”. Furthermore, there is no larger
frequent sub-tree in this collection.

Our method will rely on structure discovery based on sequential pattern min-
ing. For this purpose, we will use a technique intended to transform any XML
tree into a sequence. This technique is described below.

In order to perform such a transformation, the nodes of the XML tree first have
to be mapped into identifiers. Then each identifier is associated with its depth in
the tree. Finally a depth-first exploration of the tree will give the corresponding
sequence. We call this last step the “reduction”. The transformation is illustrated
by figure 2. The original XML document structure (upper left) is first mapped
into a new labelled tree. For instance, the node “filmography” becomes “C2” wich
corresponds to the identifier of “filmography” (C) associated with its depth (2)
in the tree. The next step (reduction) aims at writing the corresponding sequence
after a depth first navigation in the tree.

Fig. 2. Transformation of an XML tree into a sequence

Once the whole set of sequences (corresponding to the XML documents of a
collection) is obtained, a traditional sequential pattern extraction algorithm is
able to extract the frequent sequences. Those sequences, once mapped back into
trees, will give the frequent sub-trees embedded in the collection.

4 Related Work

We present here previous works related to our approach. Basically, the studied
topics are the following: structure inference from semi-structured data, frequent
tree mining, DTD mining and clustering of XML documents.

4.1 Schema Mining

Methods inferring structure from similar semi-structured documents are de-
scribed in [5]. Efficient approaches for mining regularities are proposed. To
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improve the candidate generation, some pruning strategies are described in [12].
In [8], the authors propose a method to extract a ”reasonably small approxima-
tion” for typing a large and irregular data collection.

4.2 Mining DTDs from a Collection of XML Documents

Related to the previously presented topic, mining DTDs is based on the fact
that the semi-structured documents are in the XML format. Here is the formal
description of the problem:

Let e be an element that appears in the XML documents (< e > < /e >)
Given a set I of N input sequences nested within element e, compute a concise
and precise DTD for e such that every sequence in I is in conformity with the
DTD.

Let us cite some systems trying to solve this problem, such as the IBM Alpha-
works DDbE tool. XTRACT [4] is a system that automatically extracts DTDs
from XML documents. It consists in Generalization / Factorization / MDL mod-
ules for inferring DTDs.

4.3 Frequent Tree Mining

Frequent tree mining refers to an important class of data mining tasks, namely
patterns extraction. Many algorithms for finding tree-like patterns are devel-
oped. Basically, they adopt a straight-forward generate-and-test strategy [7].
TreeFinder [11] does clustering by counting co-occurrences of labelled pairs (in
an Apriori manner). It computes the maximal trees. TreeMiner [13] is based on
mining frequent subtrees using the ”scope-list” data structure.

4.4 Clustering of XML Documents

Grouping XML documents in different classes with non supervised classification
method is generally realized in the following manner:

Firstly the XML files are encoded such that each document is represented by
an individual. Then, a distance measure is defined in order to group the similar
individuals. The main differences between the XML documents clustering algo-
rithms consist in choosing the distance between any pair of clusters (including
single document cluster).

In [9], the authors partition the XML collection into smaller classes in order
to infer, for each one a DTD. To compare the XML documents, they assign a
different cost based on the tree editing operators. In [2] the authors use almost
the same tree editing distance and the structural summaries in order to perform
the XML clustering. S-GRACE algorithm [6] considers the distance based on
s-graph. XRep [3] is designed on three stages: tree matching, merging of trees
and pruning of the merge tree.

5 Our XML Document Supervised Classification Method

In this section, we present our supervised method for classifying the XML doc-
uments based on their structure. First of all we consider that a set of clusters is
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Fig. 3. Overview of the clustering method

provided coming from a previous clustering on a past collection. More formally,
let us consider S1 a first collection of XML documents (the training collection)
and C = {c1, c2, ...cn} the set of clusters defined for the documents of S1. Let
us now consider S2 a new collection of XML documents (the test collection).
Our goal is to classify the documents of S2 by taking into account the set of
clusters C.

5.1 Overview

To this end, our method will perform as illustrated in figure 3. It is based on the
following steps:

1. First of all, we perform a cleaning step: we extract the frequent tags
embedded in the collection. This step corresponds to step “1” in figure
3. The main idea is to remove irrelevant tags for clustering operations. A
tag which is very frequent in the whole collection may be considered as
irrelevant since it will not help in separating a document from another (the
tag is not discriminative).

2. Then we perform a data mining step on each cluster from the training
collection (namely “C” in the foreword of this section). This step cor-
responds to step “2” in figure 3. For each cluster, the goal is to trans-
form each XML document into a sequence (according to the techniques
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described in section 3). Furthermore, during the mapping operation, the
frequent tags extracted from step 1 are removed. Then on each set of se-
quences corresponding to the original clusters, we perform a data mining
step intended to extract the sequential patterns. For each cluster Ci we
are thus provided with SPi the set of frequent sequences that character-
izes Ci.

3. Finally the last step of our method relies on a matching between each
document of the collection and each cluster which is characterized by a set
of frequent structural subsequences (extracted from the second step). The
following subsection describes the used matching technique. This last step
corresponds to step 3 in figure 3.

5.2 Measuring the Distance Between Documents and Clusters

We tested several measures in order to decide which class each test document
belongs to. The two best measures are based on the longest common subse-
quence. They compute the average matching between the test document and
the set of sequential patterns which describes a cluster. More formally, the score
for the document Di in the cluster Cj is defined as follows:

score(Di, Cj) =

∑|Cj|
k=1

|LCS(Di,spCj
(k))|

|spCj
k|

|Cj |
Where LCS(Di, spCj(k)) is the longest common subsequence between the doc-
ument and the kth sequential pattern of Cj .

However, we noticed some particular cases where the scores of a document
could be the same for two different clusters. In order to tackle this problem, we
provide a modified score measure, which is defined as follows:

score2(Di, Cj) =

∑|Cj|
k=1

i×|LCS(Di,spCj
(k))|

|spCj
k|

|Cj |
Where i is equal to:

– 0.8 if spCjk is a subsequence of Di (100 % matching) and spCj k is “long”
(|spCj k| > 0.7 × (maximum length of a sequential pattern))

– 0.6 if spCjk is a subsequence of Di (100 % matching) and spCj k is “short”
(|spCj k| < 0.7 × (maximum length of a sequential pattern))

– 0.4 if spCjk only matches Di at 50 %.
– 0.2 for the remaining cases.

6 Experiments

In order to evaluate and validate our approach, we have exploited the documents
provided by one of the INEX’05 tracks on document mining: the MovieDB. The
extraction methods are written in C++ on a Pentium PC running a Red-Hat
system.
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6.1 Data

The MovieDB corpus is a collection of heterogeneous XML documents describing
movies. It was built using the IMDB database. It contains 9643 XML documents.
There are 11 predefined structure categories which correspond to transformations
of the original data structure. Each cluster is characterized in terms of frequent
sequential patterns (cf. the step 2). For example, we obtain for the following
sequential patterns for cluster 1 and cluster 2:

– Cluster 1:
• < ( 0 movie ) ( 1 title ) ( 1 url ) ( 1 Country of Production ) ( 2 item )

( 2 item ) ( 1 filmography ) ( 3 name ) >
• < ( 0 movie ) ( 1 title ) ( 1 url ) ( 1 Country of Production ) ( 2 item )

( 2 item ) ( 2 item ) ( 1 filmography ) >
• < ( 0 movie ) ( 1 title ) ( 1 url ) ( 1 Filmed In ) ( 2 item ) ( 2 item )

( 1 filmography ) >
• ...

Results for the first score (C.f. 5.2):

Results for the second score (C.f. 5.2):

Fig. 4. Experiments on MovieDB Collection m-db-s-0-test
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– Cluster 2:
• < ( 0 CL ) ( 2 DC ) ( 2 DC ) ( 2 DC ) ( 2 DC ) >

• < ( 0 CL ) ( 1 BQ ) ( 2 AX ) ( 3 EH ) ( 3 DT ) ( 3 EH ) >

• < ( 0 CL ) ( 1 BQ ) ( 3 EH ) ( 3 EH ) ( 3 EH ) ( 3 DT ) >

• < ( 1 EJ ) >

• ...

MovieDB has been preprocessed using a Porter stemmer. There are four col-
lections, structure only based, with the different degrees of difficulty and over-
lapping of the classes (files m db s 0 to 3). A training collection was provided.
The size of this collection was equal to the size of the document collection to be
classified. For the structure only track, we use only the tree structure, without
any attributes or content of the XML documents.

Results for the first score (C.f. 5.2):

Results for the second score (C.f. 5.2):

Fig. 5. Experiments on MovieDB Collection m-db-s-0-test
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Fig. 6. Experiments on MovieDB Collection

6.2 Results

In this section we will give some results based on our approach. Below is
given a part of the table built for the XML documents of the test collection
(cf. step 3.).

In figure 4 the classification result is provided for the test file 0
( m-db-s-0-test) with both score functions defined in section 5.2. For each
predefined class, the recall is calculated. The scores are quite good, except the
6th and the 11th classes due to the strong similarity of their extracted sequential
patterns. Indeed, the candidates are allocated to the most general class, i.e. the
class which contains most of the sequential patterns describing another class.
Moreover when two scores are equal for a same document, whe arbitrary chose
the first class. In figure 5 we report the classification result for the test file 3
( m-db-s-3-test) with both score functions. We can observe that the differ-
ence between the functions is clear when the level of noise in the files increases.
This can be observed for clusters C2, C4 and C5 for instance, where the second
score performs better than the first one.

In Figure 6 the degradation of the results according to the degradation of the
four data collections is presented.

Based on the synthesis made by the organisers during the Inex’05 workshop
related to the Document Mining track our result is situated in the top 3 ranking
(our recall being quite good, between 0.8 and 0.95).

7 Conclusion

In this article we introduced a new supervised classification method for XML
documents which is based on a linearization of the structural information of
XML documents and on a characterization of each cluster in terms of frequent
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sequential patterns. Experiments on the MovieDB collection validated the effi-
ciency of our approach.

As perspective we plan to improve our method for better taking into account
certain types of XML documents clusters characterised today by a very simi-
lar set of frequent sequential patterns. Various ways of measuring the distance
between a document and each cluster will be studied.
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